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THE TECHNICAL NETWORK OF THE AMERICAS

For more than eight years, now, the technical branch for 
the Americas has hosted the Technical Network of the 
Americas, consisting of representatives from the various 
operational entities in this area of operations, with the 
participation of Eurovia Group technical and research 
directors. This team of specialists meets two or three 
times a year to implement the various actions necessary 

for the group’s technological development. These 
 meetings essentially discuss studies of the  various 
 formulas used for paving materials, introduce new 
 applications  specific to Eurovia Group special  processes, 
and present the  expertise and work developed by the 
CTNA team and the various entities.

Since the Network’s founding, some 20 international 
meetings have taken place, which also included tours of 
centres of expertise such as:

•	NCAT in Alabama;

•	Université Laval in Quebec City;

•	The Wirtgen and Astec training centres.

In addition to promoting continuous collaborative work 
between the group’s various technical teams, the 
 Technical Network of the Americas maintains an adapted, 
sustained technological watch.

DEVELOPMENT OF BLYTHE PAVING BINDERS

Since 2010, the CTNA binders sector has assisted the Blythe Construction team in the 
United States by developing all the emulsion formulas for use at its new plant. This 
ongoing collaboration developed a catalogue of conventional emulsions (CRS-1, CRS-2, 
CSS-1, etc.) as well as innovative products with high value added for Eurovia in North 
America. These innovative products include:

•	VOC-emissions-free green impregnation binders and

•	Emulviaclean clean tackcoat emulsions.

Emulviaclean – does not stick to tires

The Technical Network of the Americas team
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SPECIAL MICROSURFACING FOR THE  
CONFEDERATION BRIDGE

For the second time since construction of the Confedera-
tion Bridge in 1997, the Gripfibre process was chosen 
as the deck surface maintenance solution (12 km long). 
This work, performed by Eurovia Quebec in June 2015, 
 consisted of applying two lifts of specially formulated 
Gripfibre using the expertise developed several years 
ago at CTNA:

•	Application of an initial continuous corrective lift of 
0-5  mm + fibres and

•	Covering the first lift with a gap-graded surface lift of 
0-8 mm + fibres.

THE REGINA BYPASS PROJECT

The CTNA will be very active in construction of the new 
Regina ByPass freeway segment in Saskatchewan. The 
technical options proposed by the CTNA were selected 
for construction of main roadbed structures, use of 
 Modulovia 4X mixes and for rehabilitation of 18 kilometres 
of existing freeway as part of the project, with the 
 Recyvia on-site recycling process.

VINCI INNOVATION AWARDS

The jury for the latest Vinci Innovation competition 
 selected the new line of Modulovia 4X high-performance 
mixes in the Grand Prize category. We will talk more 
about this new family of high-performance mixes in the 
next newsletter.

The CTNA (North American Technical Center) 
has been instrumental in expanding the services 
 provided by Blythe Construction over the past 
 several years. Blythe built a state-of-the-art 
emulsion plant in Charlotte, NC five years ago and 
produced its first emulsion in 2011. All the emulsion 
mix designs used by BCI Materials during the past 
five years have been designed for the plant by Sabine 
LeBec and her team. Emulsion sales for this plant 
started relatively small at 1.2 million gallons the 
first year but grew to 4.5 million gallons in 2014.

In addition, with the help of Marc Proteau, Blythe 
has been able to promote Eurovia’s products 
such as Recyflex with the NCDOT (North Carolina 
Department of Transportation). Blythe first 
completed a small demonstration of Recyflex on one 
of its projects three years ago and now has 53,000 
tons to place on a design-build project in 2016 – 2017 
for NCDOT.

Blythe is in the process of promoting Modulovia to 
NCDOT and we hope to have the same success with 
this product as we did with Recyflex.

Allen Hendricks
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